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Abstract—As device integration density increases exponentially predicted by Moore’s law, power consumption becomes a bottleneck for system scaling. On the other hand, leakage power of on-chip cache occupies a large fraction of the total power budget. STT-RAM is a promising candidate to replace SRAM as on-chip cache due to its ultra-low leakage power, high integration density and non-volatility. However, building L1 cache with STT-RAM still faces severe challenges especially because of its high write latency and energy overheads. Moreover, intensive accesses in L1 cache accelerate oxide breakdown and threaten the lifetime of STT-RAM significantly. In this paper, we propose a Dynamic Overwriting Voltage Adjustment (DOVA) technique for STT-RAM L1 cache. A high write voltage is used for performance critical cache lines while a low write voltage is used for other cache lines to approach an optimal trade-off between reliability and performance. Experimental results show that the proposed technique can improve cache performance up to 18%, and 9% on average with almost the same reliability level as in the case when only the low write voltage is used.

I. INTRODUCTION

The shrinking of transistor feature size enables fast switching speed and high on-chip integration density. However, the off-chip memory bandwidth cannot improve at the same pace. To fill the performance gap between processor and main memory, on-chip cache size increases quickly and introduces large area and power overhead. STT-RAM is a promising technique to replace SRAM as on-chip cache due to small cell size, fast access speed and ultra-low leakage power [1].

Most existing work focuses on using STT-RAM to replace SRAM as last level cache but few works focus on totally non-volatile cache hierarchy design. The main reason is that the write procedure of STT-RAM is time and power-consuming. L1 cache is usually write-intensive and affects processor performance dramatically.

Moreover, with the aggravating “Power Wall” issue, it is desirable to build a non-volatile memory hierarchy to save energy and keep data persistent to approach ultra low power design [2]. Recently, several non-volatile processor architectures have been proposed such as [3], which reflects this emerging trend.

In this work, we explore the possibility of using STT-RAM as L1 cache. Since the write speed of STT-RAM depends on the write voltage magnitude, we can increase the write speed by increasing the write voltage. However, as L1 cache is more write-intensive compared to lower level caches, high write voltage degrades STT-RAM lifetime significantly due to the TDDB (Time-Dependent Dielectric Breakdown) effect [4]. High voltage also incurs more write energy which may swallow the energy savings brought by STT-RAM. To deal with this problem, we propose a Dynamic Overwriting Voltage Adjustment (DOVA) technique, which classifies write operations in L1 cache as critical writes and non-critical writes. The critical writes adopt a high write voltage to reduce write latency while non-critical ones use a low voltage to save write energy and prolong STT-RAM lifetime. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to explore STT-RAM based L1 cache design considering reliability, performance and energy together. The main contributions are listed as follows:

• We observe that the write speed of STT-RAM depends on the write voltage and evaluate the dependency of STT-RAM lifetime on write voltage quantitatively. Then, we build a stochastic model to capture this relationship.
• To select write voltage effectively, L1 writes are classified into critical writes and non-critical writes, and a write voltage adjustment technique is proposed to identify them such that proper write voltages can be selected.
• Experimental results on SPEC2006 benchmarks running on a 4-core CPU show that DOVA can achieve up to 18% performance improvement and 9% improvement on average only incurring 1.74% average degradation for 5-year failure probability. 6.51% average energy consumption increase and negligible storage overhead compared to using the low write voltage only.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces background knowledge and the dielectric breakdown mechanism of STT-RAM. Section III firstly establishes an STT-RAM reliability model by investigating the relationship of dielectric breakdown and write voltage quantitatively. Then, a statistical analysis on write operations in L1 cache is presented to motivate our work. Section IV details the implementation of DOVA. Section V describes the experiment results in terms of write energy, performance and reliability. Section VI summarizes related work and Section VII concludes the paper.
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accumulated switching time when the breakdown probability
reaches 63%, and $\beta$ represents the shape parameter of the
Weibull distribution. For a specific MTJ, $\beta$ is only related
to oxide thickness, process variation and independent of the
stress voltage [6].

Weibull distribution can be converted into the following
linear form:

$$\ln \{ - \ln [1 - F(t_s)] \} = \beta (\ln t_s - \ln t_{63\%})$$  (2)

where $\beta$ can be directly obtained by interpolation of experi-
mental measurements.

Our reliability model is built on the basis of Weibull
distribution and MTJ parameters from [6] (refer to details in
Section IV.A).

Assume that the thickness of the MgO oxide layer is
1.25nm [6]. Let $\ln \{ - \ln [1 - F(t_s)] \} = 0$ to obtain the
corresponding voltage stress time $t_{63\%}$. The results are shown
in Table I.

As mentioned above, $\beta$ in Weibull distribution formula is
independent of the write voltage and only related to the thick-
ness of the oxide layer and the process variation. Therefore,
the approximation of $\beta$, i.e., $\bar{\beta}$, can be calculated by averaging
multiple sets of experimental measurements. Then, we can get

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\caption{t_{63\%} and $\beta$ Values with Different Write Voltages}
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
Write Voltage/V & $t_{63\%}$/s & $\beta$ \\
\hline
1.81 & 9.802 & 1.278 \\
1.75 & 49.457 & 1.402 \\
1.69 & 264.023 & 1.455 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

$\bar{\beta}$ from the following expression:

$$\bar{\beta} = \frac{\beta_{1.81} + \beta_{1.75} + \beta_{1.69}}{3} = 1.3783$$  (3)

Moreover, three sets of parameters shown in Table I can be
used to calculate $t_{63\%}$ and $\beta$ parameters under any write
voltage with the “Voltage Power Law” [7]:

$$t_{63\%} = aV^{-N}$$  (4)

where $a$ is a process-dependent parameter and $N$ denotes the
voltage acceleration factor.

According to the three pairs of ($t_{63\%}, V$) obtained from Fig.
2, we can get the fitting results as follows:

$$a = 2.3 \times 10^{13}$$

$$N = 48.01$$  (5)

Thus we can obtain:

$$t_{63\%} = 2.3 \times 10^{13} \times V^{-48.01}$$  (6)
With $t_{63\%}$ and $\beta$, the Weibull distribution of the MTJ TDDB lifetime under different write voltages can be obtained. Taking the voltage stress duration as the input, the breakdown probability of an MTJ is obtained with the following formula:

$$F(t_s) = 1 - e^{\left(-\frac{t_s}{2.3 \times 10^3 \cdot 3.6 \times 10^{-4} \cdot V^{-1.3783}}\right)^{1.3783}}$$

(7)

B. Reliability Model of One Cache Line Considering the TDDB Effect

Based on the cache raw lifetime metric proposed in [8] and the MTJ lifetime model built above, we propose a reliability model for a STT-RAM based cache line.

The read voltage of a MTJ is relatively low, and hence has little or no effect on the device failure. So only the impact of write voltage is considered in this work. From Weibull distribution, it is clear that the higher the write voltage is, the greater the MTJ failure probability is, under a given voltage stress duration.

Assume that the cache line size is 64 bytes, and each bit is implemented with the 1T-1MTJ cell structure. The cache raw lifetime is defined as the time of occurrence of the first MTJ failure in a cache line. So the cache line failure probability can be expressed as:

$$P_{\text{cacheline}} = 1 - (1 - P_{MTJ})^{512}$$

(8)

The failure probability of the whole cache is defined as the average failure probability of all cache lines, which is:

$$P_{\text{cache}} = \frac{1}{n} \sum P_{\text{cacheline}}$$

(9)

In the following work, we will use this model to evaluate the lifetime of STT-RAM based L1 cache.

IV. The Proposed Dynamic Overwriting Voltage Adjustment (DOVA) Technique

A. Motivation & Main Idea

In order to improve the performance of STT-RAM L1 cache, an intuitive method is to increase the write voltage since write latency decreases when write voltage increases. We adopted the MTJ model proposed in [9] to evaluate the dependency of write latency and write voltage. The MTJ model parameters are listed in Table II. We performed circuit simulations on 1T-1MTJ cell to obtain the write latency under different write voltages. Then we fed simulation results to NVSim [10] to get the cache line write latency under different voltages. NVSim results show that when write voltage increases from 1.18V to 1.81V, the write latency can be reduced from 6.78ns to 4.61ns, which is 32.01% reduction.

On the other hand, the increasing write voltage may aggravate the TDDB effect and lead to shortened STT-RAM lifetime according to our reliability model. Therefore, it is of great importance to find an acceptable trade-off between write performance and reliability.

There are some existing works focusing on optimizing the trade-off in non-volatile memories with adaptive write voltage. However, most of the existing work chooses to utilize customized circuits to track the critical-path writes in the instruction queue to apply adaptive voltage. These designs result in high hardware complexity and area overhead. On the contrary, this paper proposes a novel method from a statistical view focusing on the cache line access behavior, and manages to balance the trade-off considering performance, reliability and energy consumption together.

By investigating the access pattern of L1 cache on SPEC2006 benchmarks, we found that the number of read and write access times among different cache lines are extremely uneven (refer to the detailed experiment setup in Section V).

When running one benchmark, we firstly sorted all cache lines in descending order with the number of read accesses and write accesses, respectively. Then, we chose cache lines in order accounting for 80% of the overall read accesses and write accesses respectively. The percentage of these frequent write cache lines and frequent read cache lines are shown in Fig. 3. On average, a small fraction of cache lines in L1 cache accounts for 80% of total write accesses. Read accesses of cache lines follow the similar distributions. Therefore, we can focus on these read-intensive lines and write-intensive lines for performance improvement.

Intuitively, We can use high write voltage for all read-intensive and write-intensive lines to get better performance. It’s worth noting that there are some cache lines that are both read-intensive and write-intensive lines. However, for write-intensive lines, high write voltage will seriously accelerate the TDDB effect, and reduce L1 cache lifetime dramatically. To solve the problem, we can exclude all write-intensive lines from cache lines with the high write voltage and only apply the high write voltage to the rest read-intensive lines to obtain an optimal trade-off between performance and lifetime considering the TDDB effect.

B. Implementation of DOVA

Based on the previous description, this paper proposes a Dynamic Overwriting Voltage Adjustment (DOVA) technique,
which aims to improve the performance of STT-RAM based L1 cache while maintain its reliability without increasing energy consumption significantly. The detailed workflow of DOVA is illustrated in Fig. 5 and presented as follows:

1) Record the number of read and write accesses of every cache line in L1 cache during the program profiling stage;
2) Sort all cache lines in descending order by their read access times. Then choose the cache lines, whose read access times fall into the top m% of the whole cache lines, and these cache lines are taken as read-intensive lines.
3) Sort all cache lines in descending order by their number of write access times. Then choose the cache lines, whose write access times fall into the top n% of the whole cache lines, as write-intensive lines. Note that m and n are variables depending on different applications;
4) Exclude write-intensive lines from read-intensive lines, and view the rest read-intensive lines as critical lines requiring the high write voltage, as shown in Table III. Generate the Table of Critical Lines (TCL) to store these critical lines;
5) During the runtime, before every write operation to L1 cache, the TCL is firstly checked to identify if the L1 cache line is in the TCL. If the L1 cache line is in the TCL, the high write voltage is used. Otherwise, the low write voltage is applied.

In step 2 and 3, it is worth noting that there is a trade-off about determining the values of m and n. Different percentages lead to different optimization results. Based on experiment results of SPEC2006, we choose 30% for m% and 10% for n%, which can cover more than 90% read access times and 80% write access times as shown in Table III. With these settings, DOVA can improve performance and maintain high reliability over different SPEC2006 benchmarks.

V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. Experiment Setup

Firstly, we present the experimental methodology for evaluating DOVA technique. We used NVSim [10] to get parameters like cache access latency, access energy, and leakage power at 22nm technology node. Afterwards, our proposed strategy was implemented in a system-level simulator - gem5 [11], and the detailed gem5 simulation configuration is shown in Table IV. Additionally, gem5 is modified to accommodate the asymmetry of read and write latencies. We also implemented the proposed Dynamic Overwriting Voltage Adjustment (DOVA) with non-blocking gem5 configuration. 12 benchmarks from SPEC2006 [12] were used for performance evaluations. Additionally, the energy consumption was obtained by L1 cache access statistics, and the expected lifetime was derived based on cache line access statistics produced by gem5 and the reliability model presented in Section III. TCL was obtained by 1 million instruction profiling for every benchmark. In the simulations, each benchmark was executed for 1 billion instructions after 100 million warming-up instructions.

B. Experiment Results and Analyses

We evaluated the proposed strategy against two baseline settings: only using the low write voltage 1.18V and only using the high write voltage 1.81V.

1) Performance Evaluations and Overhead Analysis: Fig. 6 shows the normalized performance results of DOVA and 1.81V cases compared to the 1.18V baseline. The figure indicates that the performance improvement of DOVA can be up to 18%, and approximately 9% on average compared to the 1.18V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Fraction of read accesses</th>
<th>Fraction of write accesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bzip2</td>
<td>94.44%</td>
<td>85.89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gcc</td>
<td>98.56%</td>
<td>63.55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gromacs</td>
<td>98.10%</td>
<td>94.78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>calculix</td>
<td>92.87%</td>
<td>88.79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>average</td>
<td>96.00%</td>
<td>83.25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Considering the dynamic write voltage selection, we chose 1.18V as the low write voltage, which is identical to that in the most recent work [13]. The high write voltage was set to 1.81V after considering the trade-off between performance, energy consumption and expected lifetime. We used 5-year cache failure probability (the failure probability of the cache which works continuously for 5 years) to analyze the lifetime.
From the comparison results, we can observe that DOVA only incurs 3.74% average degradation of failure probability compared to the 1.18 V case, and is 38.51% lower than that of 1.81 V case. This is because DOVA protects the majority of write-intensive cache lines with low write voltage and only applies high write voltage to cache lines that are read-intensive but not write-intensive.

2) Expected Cache Lifetime: Fig. 7 presents 5-year cache failure probability of DOVA compared with other two cases. From the comparison results, we can observe that DOVA leads to only 1.74% average degradation of failure probability compared to the 1.18 V case, and is 38.51% lower than that of 1.81 V case. This is because DOVA protects the majority of write-intensive cache lines with low write voltage and only applies high write voltage to cache lines that are read-intensive but not write-intensive.

3) Write Energy and Hardware Overhead Analysis: Fig. 8 shows the normalized write energy of DOVA and the 1.81 V case compared to the 1.18 V case. DOVA only incurs 6.51% energy overhead on average (1.71% minimum), while 1.81 V incurs 19.27% energy overhead on average because it uses high voltage for all write accesses, which is unnecessary since most write accesses only marginally impact performance as mentioned in Section IV.

In order to implement DOVA, a cache access counter and a TCL are required. Each cache line has a 4-byte counter, adding up to 2 KB for a 32 KB L1 cache with 4-way set-associativity. In terms of TCL, assume the number of sets in L1 is x and the associativity is y. TCL is a $x \times y$ matrix with each entry storing 1 bit to show whether the corresponding cache line should be written with high voltage or not. Therefore, TCL storage overhead is 64 bytes. The total storage overhead of DOVA is 2112 bytes which is negligible compared with the typical cache size.

VI. RELATED WORK

Most of the state-of-art STT-RAM based L1 caches are implemented with a buffer to cope with high write latency...
issue, such as SRAM buffer in [14] and Very Wide Buffer in [3]. Although adding a buffer is helpful, it induces hybrid CMOS/MTJ cache hierarchy which contradicts with the pure non-volatile cache hierarchy investigated in this paper. Conventional non-volatile cache lifetime extension techniques can be mainly divided into two categories. The first category mainly focuses on balancing cache intra-set and inter-set access variations, aiming at improving the lifetime of on-chip non-volatile caches [8] [15] [16]. Further techniques based on the concept have also been proposed in [17] and [18]. The second category is about error correction techniques. On one hand, typical ECC is implemented in some STT-RAM cache architecture like [19]. On the other hand, novel ECC strategy, for example, Interleaved Single Error Correction-Double Error Detection (SEC-DED) has been proposed in [20] to improve the lifetime of L2 and L3 caches. Different from existing research work, the proposed DOVA supports pure non-volatile STT-RAM cache hierarchy and is both reliable and performance friendly.

VII. CONCLUSION

STT-RAM is a competitive candidate to build caches to replace SRAM because of its advantages like high density, long durability, non-volatile storage, etc. However, it suffers from the problem of high write latency, and it is imperative to accelerate write speed to enable STT-RAM based L1 cache. Increasing write voltage is an effective method. However, this high write voltage may reduce STT-RAM lifetime due to the TDBB effect. Thus it is critical to make an optimal trade-off between write performance and lifetime of STT-RAM L1 cache. This paper proposes a Dynamic Overwriting Voltage Adjustment technique to write different types of cache lines with different write voltages. Experimental results showed that DOVA can improve cache speed performance by 18% in maximum, and 9% on average. In the meantime, the average degradation of cache failure probability caused by DOVA is only 1.74%, which is 38.51% lower than the 1.81V high write voltage case. Moreover, compared with the 1.18V case, the write energy consumption increase of DOVA is 6.51% on average (1.71% in minimum), which is much lower than the 19.27% write energy consumption increase of the 1.81V case.
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